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The Year 9 Advance students ran tabloid sports for the Primary
students on Tuesday. They had to plan each activity and will continue
to run it every Tuesday for the rest of the term.
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Principal’s Report
Exams
Mid-year exams are well underway at present. The Year 10, 11 and 12
students are sitting a range of exams spanning English,
Maths, Science and many other subjects. Exams are one
way of indicating knowledge and the extent of learning
that has taken place over the past six months and
accumulated over time. Exams are an important part of
the learning program and, pleasingly, most students are
taking the experience seriously.
Student Initiatives

Two superb examples of student initiative were on display Tuesday. In the
first instance, the Year 9 Advance team organised and ran a tabloid sports
program for the Primary classes. Our Year 9 students used the skills and
knowledge learned through Advance to organise the recess-time activity. Not
only was the session highly beneficial for the skill development of the Year
9s, the Primary students enjoyed the benefits of a healthy physical activity
during their recess break. The Primary students are looking forward to two
more recess-time tabloid sports sessions to be run by Advance. Well done
Year 9s.
The second initiative was developed by our school captains, MacKenzie
Bellinger and Bronte Michael. These school leaders have set themselves the
goal of building stronger links between the primary and secondary students.
Over the past few weeks they have been organising student interviews during
assembly. This week they went further and organised a secondary trivia
session during the Tuesday pastoral care time. Students were combined into
multi-age groups and challenged with a series of easy, medium and hard
trivia questions. By all reports it was a highly successful session. Well done
MacKenzie and Bronte.
Renovations
The latest information on progress towards our renovations was provided at
School Council last night. A report has been developed by the
Project Managers for the Victorian School Building Authority (VSBA)
detailing possible projects, costings and recommending a way
forward. Renovation of the main building, with the art and library
rooms being incorporated into the main building, is an option. We are now
waiting for decisions to be made by the VSBA on the most appropriate
direction.
Graeme Holmes
Principal
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After School Soccer
For Hopetoun P-12 students
in Grades Prep-6.

Save and bring your empty bread
bags to the school to help earn
sports equipment for our school.

After school on Mondays,
students to be collected from
the stadium at 4:00pm.

Sessions by Mrs. Bound

Names on Uniforms

Homework Club

Thursday afternoons, between
3.20 and 4.00pm, for supervised
homework/study sessions.

Please put your child’s name on their
uniform. If they have a second-hand
uniform, please cross out the old name
and put your child’s name on it.
Secondary students in Room 5.
Primary students in
primary classroom.
Primary students to be collected
from the front steps at 4:00pm.

Weekly Student Awards
Well done to the following students for receiving

Student of the Week

Mia

Benjamin

Jade

For displaying
responsibility by
working to the best of
her ability and
completing her
homework every week
and showing teamwork
by cooperating well in
teams.

For demonstrating
responsibility for his
own learning by
attending Homework
Club and seeking
additional assistance
from his teachers when
required.

For displaying
responsibility by always
giving her best effort in
class and being
respectful to staff.
Keep it up!

Policy Update
Student Drivers Policy
As we move into the second half of the year, more of our senior students will be going for their licence. Our policy
acknowledges that students can drive cars to school. They
must register their licence number, car registration and other
details with the school before they start driving. Students are
welcome to drive to and from school but there are some
restrictions on the use of cars by students during school hours. It is advisable to
read the policy before committing to driving to school.

Reading Awards
Reading awards are given to students who have reached
milestones in their nightly reading.

Congratulations to Ned for completing 50 nights of reading, Jess for 50
nights of reading, Mikaela and Braxton for 25 nights of reading and
Harvey for 50 nights of reading. Well done!

During Extended Homegroup on Tuesday, the Year 12 Captains ran a trivia contest. The
Secondary students were put into 7 groups and all worked together to answer the trivia
questions. The purpose of the contest was to connect the older Secondary students with
the younger Secondary students. There was a tie-breaker question at the end which led
to Tayla’s group wining.

Prep-2 Primary Prattle
In class we have been learning about place value. We have
been working on pulling apart numbers, looking at patterns and
working out the value of each digit in a multi digit number. While
learning about place value we have had the chance to enjoy a
range of different hands on activities. Here are photos of some
of them.

Amanda Cook
Classroom teacher

SRC News

Stefanie
Arendshorst
Classroom
Teacher

Please make sure you dress in appropriate pyjama’s for the weather! No short-shorts or singlets.

